Abstract.Regional technological innovation presents both the general development of regional economy and the sustainable development of the region. Establishing an appropriate appraise system can help us better observe and study the innovation system, thus find new regular patterns of innovative development and quicken the pace of human's technological innovation. The superiority of the grey clustering theory lies in its abilities of overcoming the shortcomings of probability statistics and obtaining useful information from limited and disordered data. Therefore, the use of grey clustering theory in the study of the appraise system of regional technological innovation contributes to solving problems which are intra-class similar and inter-class different. Meanwhile, the calculation of the theory is relatively easy, and the information from which we obtained is more integrated so that conclusions are more in line with the objective law.
Introduction
Due to the historical reasons, China's economic development is uneven and the level of which differs greatly from each region. The disparities also reflect technological innovative capabilities of different regions. We must objectively evaluate the technological innovative capabilities of different regions; fully understand both the advantages and disadvantages of the technological innovative capabilities in different fields of each region. Then gradually reduce the imbalance in economy while drawing upon each other's strong points. The present study shows that there still exists divergence in many problems on the study of regional innovative evaluation system, which causes great controversy. For instance, in the selection of the index (How to select appropriate index); in quantifying the qualitative index (How to scale quantitative indicators); in the comparison between the importance of indexes (How to assign weights); how to classify(Scale the similarities of a certain category or different categories), etc. The posing and the solution of these problems all contribute to make policies better confirm to the reality, as well as better evaluate technological innovative capabilities of different regions. Good economic and social benefits are obtained through the activities of technological innovation.
Related Literature Review
The evaluation of technological innovation has witnessed great diversity in the methods used by academics. The most frequent used are clustering methodology, multiple factor analysis method and PCA ( principal component analysis), etc. For example, Chen Yunwei(2009) has evaluated the technological innovations of eight economic regions of China [1] ; Wu Xianying (2003) analyzed and researched the regional technological innovative capability of 30 provinces in China by using multiple factor analysis method, and reached a conclusion: regional disparity in technological innovative capabilities exists and that of some regions still needs to be improved. His suggestion was that the technological innovative activities should be undertaken on the basis of the region's own situation. Governments should take an active part in them, make appropriate plans for their own regions and boost organic developments in technological innovative system. Shao Yunfei (2003) drew a similar conclusion of Wu Xianying by using clustering methodology, and gained valuable conclusion by the use of PCA [2] [3] . But because of the lack of information, single index can not well reflect regional technological innovative capabilities. Tang Yanzhao (2001) used the grey comprehensive evaluation method, Liu Guoxin and Luo Xianfeng successively used BP artificial neural network, optimality of every level and entropy evaluation method to analyze the technological innovative capabilities of every province, but their conclusions are different, which affects the general understanding [4] . So far, the method of evaluation is still under researched. Due to the complexity of the evaluation system and huge quantities of the related contents, there still exist problems sort of weight matching of ration and qualitative index, and determine of magnitude, etc.
The Theoretical Basis
Grey clustering theory is a theory proposed by Professor Deng JuLong in 1982, the grey clustering assessment is an important branch of the grey system theory, it is mainly used for the assessment of circumstance under lacking of information (or uncertain information index system)and a small sample of events.
We suppose there are n observation object, each observed object has m features of the data, using the matrix expression for:
We describe a grey number for the range of different numerical preference by using the definite weighted functions.
Definition 1: The ascending on left and descending on right continuous function called typical definite weighted functions ( ) η is the weight of the subclass k of j index, then is the grey fixed weight clustering coefficient, to clustering coefficient matrix:
, then Object i belongs to the gray clustering * k .
Realization of evaluation index based on grey system theory
We consider 31 regional data of China are too large, so the first six areas are analyzed, and then we can extended to all provinces. We formulate the following formto to analyze the technology innovation ability, the quantitative part of the data come from the National Bureau of Statistics (2011), the qualitative part come from ten experts in related fields we can visit.
. Table1:The indexes of different areas of regional technological innovation of basic data (1) Regional innovation input 
,then the clustering objects i belongs to the grey clustering * k 。The line that the number marked* (i.e., a rank) is the grey clustering that the clustering object belong to. In the matrix c σ we can Find out all the various maximum clustering coefficient value (the numer with *), their clustering is the object of clustering.
From the table5 and table6 we know that Shandong province and Jiangsu province belongs to the first clustering, Sichuan province and Heilongjiang province belongs to the third clustering, Shanxi Province and Ningxia belongs to the fourth clustering.
Summary
We can use this method to evaluated regional technical innovation capability in 31 provinces, municipalities and autonomous regions in 2011, Overall, by comparing the different regions of the country innovation capability, we can compare different regions index to find the gaps. We can analyze the reasons for the difference by analyzing the standard limit in order to provides the basis for the development of regional innovation policies.By comparing this method with other methods, we can find this article accurate indicators (Only depict regional technical innovation capability by 12 index value, which cover the investment in technological innovation, production and environment), most indicators are generally recognized scholars, which enhances the conclusions convincing. Algorithm design is simple but relatively rigorous in theory and fact-based, evaluation of regional technological innovation capability. Model calculations can be obtained MATLAB or R software programming, saving time and reducing the statistical error, the result of authenticity has been verified. By comparison to other methods, the results similarity great, and are associated with the country's economic development, which are in line with the current development law macroeconomic environment, contribute to the implementation of government policies. Gray clustering method can effectively solve the problem of uncertainty exists in the evaluation process of innovation obtain more rigorous results through limited information. On the whole, research on regional innovation issues, gray clustering method helps to analyze the innovation process, and the effect is satisfactory.
